WE ARE COOR
COOR
VISION
We create value for our customers with our passion for service. Coor is the leading
supplier of facility management in the Nordics. Our major service areas are
food and beverage, cleaning and property. We provide our customers with
expertise, experience, innovation, development and strategic advice covering
more than 100 different service deliveries for workplaces and properties.

Coor aims to create the happiest, healthiest and most prosperous workplace
environments in the Nordic region. We strive tirelessly to build the teams and
full-service solutions that enable our customers to do what they do best.

PASSION
FOR SERVICE

SERVICE WITH IQ

Coor’s guiding principles, our common
values, provide a framework for the
daily activities of all employees.

Coor offers a broad range of FM services to private companies
in many sectors and industries, as well as the public sector.
By understanding our customers and through innovation,
Coor provides the sector’s leading and smartest
offering. We call it service with IQ.

GUIDING STARS
WE SEE FURTHER
We stay one step ahead in
order to solve problems before
they actually arise.

WE LISTEN
We are open to views and ideas on
how we can develop or improve
ourselves and our work methods.

WE CREATE SUCCESS
Generating success is about
drive and the desire to improve.

TRULY SUSTAINABLE
Coor creates value in three dimensions: financially, socially
and environmentally. The overall objective is to ensure
that the business is successful and generates the highest

possible economic return, without compromising on respect
for human beings and the environment. Our social and
environmental goals are as essential as our business goals.

PASSION FOR PEOPLE
For Coor, people are what matter most. We would be nothing
without our motivated and competent employees supporting our
customers’ needs. Coor’s decentralized organization with local

managers that have extensive responsibility and far-reaching
mandates is a key asset. The strong local leadership allows us to
be fast, flexible and adapt to individual customer needs.
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